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Abstract
One of the ultimate challenges in neuroscience is to elucidate animal behaviors which
is navigated by the end product of interaction between elementary processing in the
nervous system. In the past decades, increasing amount of studies has characterized
the mechanisms underlying neural encoding for behavioral outputs. However, it is yet
dicult to clearly describe neural encoding for one behavior, because we have not en-
tirely understood how the spatio-temporal activity in individual neurons contributes
circuit dynamics for that behavior.
An integrated analysis which performs both the in-vivo measurement of neuronal
activity and the computational modeling using observation data is useful for under-
standing the circuit dynamics of one behavior. This strategy could easily predict the
patterns of each neuronal activity involved in the circuit and gives us important in-
formation to estimate the spatio-temporal dynamics of each single neuronal activity
during behavior. Furthermore, by combining the strategy with synaptic information
in the circuit, we can understand characteristics of a neural encoding for behavioral
outputs. In this study, I focused on the salt-chemotaxis behavior in the nematode
Caenorhabditis elegans.
The C. elegans has only 302 neurons and is a useful model organism both for
neuronal and for behavioral study. In particular, the neural mechanism of the salt-
chemotaxis behavior has been well analyzed for decades. C. elegans detects NaCl by
a pair of salt-sensing neurons named ASEL/R and shows both attractive or repul-
sive behaviors dependent on former experience. For this chemotaxis behavior, the
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salt-sensing neurons ASEL and ASER have an opposite sensory function: ASEL is
activated by the upstep of NaCl concentration, whereas ASER is activated by the
downstep of NaCl concentration. In addition, these neurons seem to have distinct
roles for the behavior, such as a forward run probability by ASEL and a turn probabil-
ity by ASER. To understand how these two sensory neurons navigate these opposite
behaviors through synapses, a novel integrated analysis should be introduced for the
detailed description of neural encoding. Thus, I developed the novel computational
model based on multi-regional calcium imaging which precisely represents the spatio-
temporal dynamics in the ASER neuron. In addition, I analyzed how ASEL/R neu-
rons regulate the activity of postsynaptic neurons AIB through synaptic connections
to expand the integrated analysis to a circuit level.
To generate a novel mathematical model which predicts C. elegans neuronal activ-
ity in silico, I observed the spatio-temporal calcium responses in the ASER neuron, in
response to various patterns of NaCl stimulation. The ASER neuron showed simple
temporal responses to the downstep of concentration, relatively fast activation and
slow decay followed by peak response during the downstep of NaCl concentration.
On the other hand, the upstep of NaCl concentration rapidly inactivated ASER.
The responses in the dendrite, soma, and axon showed similar temporal dynamics
to various types of NaCl stimuli. Based on collected ASER calcium responses, I
constructed a novel mathematical model named the three-unit ODE model, which
predicts neuronal activities in various parts of the cells. This model successfully re-
produced the spatio-temporal activity of this neuron in response to not only a simple
downstep-concentration change but also to the various types of stimuli such as ran-
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domized concentration changes. Most surprisingly, this model can reliably reproduce
the neuronal responses to several types of stimulation patterns, though the model was
constructed based on the single calcium responses to one sensory stimulation. On the
other hand, the model did not reproduce well quantitative neuronal activities to tiny
changes of NaCl concentration. The actual imaging data showed that the response of
ASER neuron was not linear to the step changes of NaCl concentration but seemed to
be sigmoidal. I thus found that a sigmoidal transfer function to simulated responses
was required to t simulated peak responses with actual neuronal responses. This sig-
moidal transfer allows to predict the response of ASER neuron when it received small
input stimuli. Furthermore, it is also possible to estimate worm's NaCl-concentration
environment by using the proposed neuronal model with sigmoidal transfer.
To expand this integrated analysis to the neuronal circuit for the salt-chemotaxis
behavior, the synaptic information should be included to the three-unit ODE model.
I thus examined activities of the rst-layer interneurons AIB which are connected by
the ASE presynaptic neurons, and tried to evaluate the role and meaning of each
synaptic connection for their neuronal activities. To analyze the synaptic signaling
between these two neurons, I monitored the calcium responses in postsynaptic AIB
neurons of the wild-type or the sensory-input defective mutant animals. These anal-
yses indicated that the ASE neurons really regulate AIB activity. Furthermore, by
using synaptic transmission defective mutants and their cell-specic rescuing animals,
I found that the glutaminergic signal from ASEL inhibits AIB through an uniden-
tied receptor, whereas that from ASER stimulates AIB through an AMPA-type
ionotropic glutamate receptor. The sites of each synapse between ASEL-to-AIB or
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ASER-to-AIB were accurately coordinated on their neurites, according to the type of
glutamate receptors. This nding provides a novel aspect of the synaptic regulation
from a single type of sensory neuron to lead appropriate postsynaptic responses for
the salt-chemotaxis behavior.
Calcium imaging methods are widely used to analyze whole-brain activities from
worms to mammals. This novel computational model based on calcium response will
greatly contribute to estimate neuronal circuit dynamics for several behaviors and
complex brain functions.
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Chapter 1
General Introduction
1.1 Role of information processing and its analyt-
ical diculty in animal brain
How does animal's brain (neural circuit) produce the complex phenomena that are
perception, memory formation, learning, and decision making? The brain can repre-
sent these interesting phenomena by the interaction between elementary processing
in the nervous system. To understand the neural mechanisms for navigating these
phenomena, the information ow at cellular-resolution level in the brain should be ob-
served. In the each brain region, the enormous number of neurons interacts with each
other spatially and temporally to generate these functions. So it is dicult to analyze
the information processing of the brain network in cellular-resolution level. Moreover,
the following neuronal features also cause analytical diculties in the nervous system.
(1) Neuronal state is switched stochastically by a feedforward- and a feedback-signal
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through synapses [1, 2]. (2) The temporal features in neurons include a `chaotic'
behavior. In fact, a chaotic oscillation is experimentally observed in the squid giant
axon when the axon was stimulated by an oscillated sinusoidal force [3]. These neu-
ronal features generate the complex information processing in neural circuit which
functions as a gigantic complex system, in which individual neurons interact with
stochastically and chaotically through synapses. The mammalian brains consisted of
multibillion neurons contain a diculty for describing the relationship between neu-
ral circuit dynamics in cellular resolution and their roles in behavioral outputs. In
contrast, lower organisms such as Caenorhabditis elegans, Drosophila, and zebrash
have a much compact nervous system which may be an advantage for the description
of circuit dynamics in a cellular level.
1.2 C. elegans for neuroscience
The nematode Caenorhabditis elegans has only 302 neurons and is a useful model
organism both for neuronal and for behavioral study. Synaptic connectivity in the C.
elegans nervous system has been identied [4]. Varshney and his colleagues reported
that a total of 7,283 synaptic connections are involved in 279 somatic neurons, in
which 6,393 are chemical synapses, and 890 are gap junctions [5]. In spite of such a
smaller nervous system compared to mammal brains, worms execute a broad spectrum
of behaviors, ranging from simple motor and sensory behaviors to more complex
mating, social, sleep, and drug-dependent behaviors, as well as associative learning
and memory [6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. However, the knowledge on synaptic connectivity alone
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is insucient for understanding the patterns of neural activity and their regulations
for behaviors.
The electrophysiological studies provide characteristics of individual neuronal ac-
tivity [11, 12, 13, 14]. Goodman and her colleagues developed a whole-cell patch
clumping technique for C. elegans neurons, and claried that many C. elegans neu-
rons exhibit a graded potential without classical Na+-based action potential [11].
The voltage-sensitive sodium channels have not been identied in the C. elegans
genome [11, 12]. Instead of the sodium-based classical action potential, C. elegans
neurons are likely to use calcium-based signal amplication for generating intracellular
currents. These electrophysiological studies have a restriction in which a simultane-
ous observation of the multiple neuronal activity is hard. So, such single-cell level
analyses have not provided meaningful descriptions for animal behaviors which is nav-
igated by the end product of interaction between elementary processing of neurons.
To understand the relation between nervous system and behavioral output, temporal
activity of multiple neurons should be observed simultaneously.
Real-time calcium imaging from single-cell level to whole-brain level can be ap-
plied in living worms to overcome above diculty [15, 16, 17]. Calcium signals in
C. elegans neurons are generally correlated with their depolarization and hyperpolar-
ization, meaning that we can basically treat calcium response as a neuronal activity.
The small and simple nervous system in C. elegans transparent body is suitable for
real-time imaging, and this can illuminate not only dynamic responses of individual
neurons but also temporal relationship among many cells. Interestingly, the preceding
studies showed that calcium dynamics in C. elegans neurons can vary among cellu-
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lar compartments [18, 19, 20]. Kato and his colleagues found out that locomotion
behavior could be represented by cyclical trajectory of distributed neural activity
using wide-brain-imaging at single-cell resolution in immobilized animals [21]. Real-
time calcium imaging provides these insights for sensory- and circuit-driven behavior.
Furthermore, recording systems for large-scale circuits with cellular resolution during
free locomotion has been developed using a spinning disk confocal microscope [16, 17].
The pan-neuronal imaging in free moving animals will facilitate systematic analyses
for circuit dynamics control behavioral output in systems neuroscience.
Here, using calcium imaging, I characterized a neuronal- and circuit-activity in
the C. elegans salt-chemotaxis behavior to generate the computational model for
understanding the relation between circuit dynamics and behavioral output. The
neuronal and molecular mechanism regulating this behavior has been analyzed for
decades [22, 23, 24, 25, 26]. C. elegans detects NaCl by a pair of salt-sensing ASEL/R
neurons and basically shows attraction to NaCl. It has been shown that the attrac-
tion to NaCl is caused by several behavioral strategies to achieve a better living
condition [23, 27]. These previous studies also provide valuable information to de-
scribe the relation between neuronal encoding and behavior. The salt-sensing neurons
ASEL and ASER have an opposite sensory function: ASEL is activated by the in-
crease of NaCl concentration, whereas ASER is activated by the decrease of NaCl
concentration. ASEL promotes forward run probability, whereas ASER promotes
turn probability [24]. Although the relation between sensory inputs and behavioral
outputs has been described, the mechanism of the neuronal information processing as
transfer function for salt-chemotaxis behavior is not well understood yet. How does
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a sensory activity aect the postsynaptic neuronal responses? What kind of synaptic
signal does regulate a ne behavior change to NaCl? Can I speculate a neuronal sig-
naling pathway dependent on NaCl conditions by using simulation model? To answer
these questions, I focused on this neuronal circuit and behavior.
1.3 Computational models for neural circuit anal-
ysis in C. elegans
To understand systematically the information ow in neural circuit, the computa-
tional modeling and simulation analysis are quite useful. Computational modeling
has an essential integrative role to understand dynamic neural interaction. Simu-
lation analysis provides a new perspective or hypothesis for biological experiments
which we cannot perform easily in hand. Computational model or simulation of-
ten invites a new perspective which is not retrieved from usual experiments, but we
should keep in mind that a model is not perfect. If model teaches us nothing new, it
may be useless. To develop an useful model, model should be rened by experimental
data. The theory/experiment integration analysis leads us a deeper understanding
for neuroscience. I believe that computational models should have much benets for
neural circuit analysis in C. elegans. Here I introduce the current state of a useful
computational models for the C. elegans nervous system.
A sensorimotor integration for C. elegans computational modeling is often divided
into two phases; neuronal model and body-movement model. As an example of
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neuronal model, the conductance-based model has been applied for the analysis of
synaptic polarities (excitatory/inhibitory) [28, 29, 30, 31]. In addition, an integrated
leaky-and-re neuronal model is also applied for circuit-behavior analyses [32, 33].
On the other hand, the body-movement model in C. elegans can be divided into
several segments. A muscle tension of individual segments is modeled as dierence
of motor neuronal activities in ventral- and dorsal-side. Boyle, Berri, and Cohen
developed a neuro-mechanical model for locomotion by using realistic environmental
forces [34]. As for other models, Kato and his colleagues characterized the dynamics of
C. elegans sensory neurons by calcium imaging under the inuence of various stimuli.
Based on this in vivo imaging data, they modeled the phenomenological lters for
sensory neurons as a three-rst-order linear ordinary dierential equations [35]. In
these models, neurons are represented as a deterministic unit (compartment). On
the other hand, Roberts and his colleagues modeled neuronal activity state as a
stochastic switch model, and applied for analysis of locomotion state transition in
random search [2].
C. elegans is one of the best animals for the whole-brain modeling (emulation) as a
sensorimotor integration system. Recently, there are several projects for whole-brain
emulation in which purpose is to reconstruct the whole-brain activity in a cellular-
level. The OpenWorm project is an attempt to build a complete cellular-level sim-
ulation of C. elegans neurons [36]. The simulation analyses have been performed
using the hodgkin-huxley model [37] which handles electrical activities in all the mus-
cles and neurons. On the other hand, Si elegans project is an attempt to develop a
whole-brain in C. elegans as a hardware which has 302 parallel interconnected pro-
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cessing unit named advanced eld-programmable gate array (FPGA) [38]. Although
there are eorts toward whole-brain emulation, a computational model with cellular-
resolution level for whole-brain activity has not been established yet. Can I build a
computational model which has a biophysical justication for whole-brain with cel-
lular resolution? I believe it is a possibility. In chapter II and III, I evaluated the
feasibility for whole-brain modeling.
1.4 Goals
This thesis represents the beginning of an endeavor to generate a computational
modeling of the whole-brain dynamics in C. elegans based on calcium imaging data.
The goal of this work is to:
1. Characterize the spatio-temporal dynamics in a C. elegans salt-sensing neuron
to the step-like NaCl stimuli by calcium imaging.
2. Develop a computational model for the spatio-temporal activity in a C. elegans
salt-sensing neuron under the inuence of various time-varying stimuli.
3. Characterize the synaptic transmission in a salt-chemotaxis circuit toward de-
veloping computational model for circuit analysis.
In chapter II, I attempted to develop the computational model for the spatio-temporal
dynamics in a single-cell activity (above 1 and 2). In chapter III, I quested the
mechanism of neural encoding through synapses in salt-chemotaxis circuit to develop
the computational model of synaptic transmission for circuit modeling (above 3).
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Chapter 2
Computational modeling of the
spatio-temporal activity in a C.
elegans sensory neuron
2.1 Abstract
Due to the huge number of neuronal cells in the brain and their complex circuit
formation, computer simulation of neuronal activity is indispensable to understanding
whole brain dynamics. Recently, various computational models have been developed
based on whole-brain calcium imaging data. However, these analyses monitor only
the activity of neuronal cell bodies and treat the cells as point unit. This point-neuron
model is inexpensive in computational costs, but the model is unrealistically simplistic
at representing intact neural activities in the brain. Here, I describe a novel three-unit
Ordinary Dierential Equation (ODE) model based on the neuronal responses derived
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from a Caenorhabditis elegans salt-sensing neuron. I recorded calcium responses in
three regions of the ASER neuron using a simple downstep of NaCl concentration.
This simple ODE model generated from a single recording can adequately reproduce
and predict the temporal responses of each part of the neuron to various types of
NaCl concentration changes. My strategy which combines a simple recording data
and an ODE mathematical model may be extended to realistically understand whole
brain dynamics by computational simulation.
2.2 Introduction
Mathematical simulation of neuronal activity in the brain helps to describe neuronal
encoding for certain animal behaviors and to estimate the circuit dynamics regulating
those behaviors. Generating a general theory of neural encoding is a fundamental ap-
proach to model the whole brain circuit in silico. Simulation of whole brain dynamics
can also systematically increase the understanding of the mechanism of neural coding
of the sensorimotor integration system in animals [1]. Using calcium imaging meth-
ods, observations of neural activities in living animal brains has been performed. This
approach enables us to analyze circuit dynamics for perception, memory formation,
and decision making dependent on sensory inputs [2, 3, 4].
The nematode Caenorhabditis elegans has a simple nervous system consisting
of only 302 neurons. The patterns of synaptic connectivity in these neuronal cells
have been identied by anatomical studies [5, 6]. Real-time calcium imaging from a
single-cell level to the whole-brain level can be applied in living worms [7, 8, 9], and
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this can illuminate dynamic responses of individual neurons [10]. This simple, well-
characterized nervous system, which is also suitable for imaging analyses, should be
quite useful for analyses of neural coding by integrating actual neuronal activity from
in vivo imaging and computational modeling based on that data. Kato et al. success-
fully applied the integration method and demonstrated a close relationship between
sensory-neuronal dynamics and sensory-driven behaviors [11]. However, because this
research only treats the activity of cells as a point-unit, it is not clear whether the
morphology of the neuronal cells aects to these integration analyses of whole brain
activity or not. To handle intrinsic neuronal activities in the brain for computational
simulation, a simple model with a smaller number of parameters that can reproduce
the various characteristics of neuronal activity is preferable. One of the simple models
is Izhikevich's spiking neuron model which uses only four parameters and can repro-
duce the spiking and bursting patterns of cortical neurons [12]. Hence, Izhikevich's
model is suitable for exhaustive simulation of neural information processing with a
low computational burden [13]. C. elegans neurons also show various patterns of re-
sponses to several external stimuli [14], however, Izhikevich's spiking neuron model
cannot be applied directly to C. elegans neurons since voltage-sensitive sodium chan-
nels have not been identied in the C. elegans genome [15, 16]. On the other hand, to
simplify the analytical method of neural information processing in the worm, a point-
neuron model for neuronal activity has been described [11, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22].
The point-neuron model neglects the spatial structure of the cell(s) to decrease nu-
merical costs for simulations. To address phenomenological analysis in neural circuit
dynamics in the animal, however, each neuronal activity should be analyzed based on
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its temporal and spatial resolution. Recent studies also indicate that compartmen-
talized activities at distinct regions of the neurites exist [23, 24, 25], suggesting that
C. elegans neurons should be handled as a multi-unit to build a reliable simulation
model. As for a detailed multi-unit model, partial dierential equations (PDE) are
known to well represent the spatio-temporal activity of single neuron [26]. However,
PDE models are numerically or computationally prohibitive for a large neural circuit
like a whole brain [27]. Thus, generating a multi-unit model which involves the na-
tive morphology and the activity of a C. elegans neuron should be quite helpful for
simulating whole-brain circuit activity underlying certain behaviors in this animal.
In this chapter, I rst characterized the spatio-temporal calcium activity of a
salt-sensing neuron ASER in C. elegans with a simple step-down stimulus of NaCl
concentration. To build a better mathematical model for intact nervous systems,
temporal calcium responses from the dendrite, soma, and axon were observed, and
the responses from all parts of the ASER neuron showed similar dynamics. These
temporal responses were simple: they peaked within several seconds and decayed
slowly until the concentration was increased to a higher one. Based on these actual
neuronal-calcium-responses, I constructed a three-unit Ordinary Dierential Equation
(ODE) model which can predict the spatio-temporal responses of the ASER neuron
to various types of NaCl concentration stimuli [28].
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2.3 Materials and methods
2.3.1 Strains
The strain used for calcium imaging was taEx138 [Pgcy-5:: G-GECO1.2]. Worms
were cultivated on standard NGM agar plates seeded with E. coli strain OP50 at
room temperature ( 22 C).
2.3.2 Molecular biology and transgenic animals
The Pgcy-5:: G-GECO1.2 DNA construct for the ASER calcium imaging was gener-
ated by rst inserting the G-GECO1.2 [29] sequence between the AgeI and EcoRI site
of the pPD95.79 vector (kind gift from Andy Fire). Then, a 3.0 kb gcy-5 promoter
region was inserted between the SphI and SmaI site of the pPD95.79/G-GECO1.2
plasmid. The resulting plasmid was injected into Bristol (N2) animals at a concen-
tration of 50 ng/l with the Plin-44:: mCherry injection marker using a standard
microinjection method [30].
2.3.3 Calcium imaging
One or two day old adult transgenic worms were used for imaging. Worms were
immobilized in a microuidic device fabricated from polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
(Fig 1) [31]. The microuidic device was set on an inverted uorescent microscope
(Olympus IX71), and time-lapse images were performed using an ORCA-Flash 4.0
CCD camera (Hamamatsu Photonics) controlled by HCImage software (Hamamatsu
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Photonics). Recordings were started within 3 minutes after removal from food, and
images were captured at the rate of 10 frames/sec. The following compositions of
buers for calcium imaging were used: (in mM) 5 KPO4 (pH 6.0), 1 CaCl2, 1 MgSO4,
and 0-50 mM NaCl for the stimulation. All the buers were adjusted to be 350
mOsmol/L H2O with glycerol [32]. The patterns of salt stimulation were automated
by using the Perfusion Valve Controller System VC-6M (Warner Instruments) and Ar-
duino microcontroller to control solenoid valves (Arduino SRL) with a pre-generated
sequence. A pseudorandom pattern of 50 mM/0 mM NaCl concentration change
was generated by Mersenne Twister [33]. I used both F=Fmax and F=F0 for val-
ues of uorescence intensity change. For analysis of temporal dynamics of each re-
gion in the cell, the F=Fmax value was linearly scaled from 0 to 1 with formula
(F  Fmin)=(Fmax   Fmin). Fmax is the maximum value of the uorescence intensity,
whereas Fmin is the minimum value of the uorescence intensity. The F=F0 value
was used to compare the neuronal activity to the NaCl concentration changes. F0
was dened as the average uorescence in a 5 s window before stimulation. After
background subtraction, the total uorescence intensity was measured from individ-
ual regions of interest (ROIs) in the ASER neuron. Photo-bleaching was corrected
by tting a single exponential before and after stimulation and removing the latter
by tted curve.
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A computational model for the spatio-temporal activity in a
single neuron
The three-unit ODE model to quantitatively describe spatio-temporal dynamics of a
C. elegans neuron was formulated as follows:
Dendrite d
dxd
dt
=  xd + yd +D(Wdxs   xd) + I(t); (2.1)
Soma s
dxs
dt
=  xs + Ysys +D(xd + xa   xs); (2.2)
Axon a
dxa
dt
=  xa + Yaya +D(Waxs   xa); (2.3)
where xd, xs, and xa are intracellular calcium dynamics in each region and represent
neuronal activities. Time constants are given as d = 1:4 s, s = 3:7 s, a = 1:2 s from
the calculation of imaging data (Fig 2). The variable yi is:
dyi
dt
=  Axi (i = d; s; a): (2.4)
yi represents a inactivation variable and provides negative feedback to xi. yi describes
the slow delayed-decay during the decrease of NaCl concentration in Fig 2. A classic
leaky integrate-and-re model, which does not have an inactivation variable y, cannot
reproduce well this delayed-decay response, because neuronal response converges to
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a peak response during pulse input [11]. I thus hypothesized that temporal dynamics
of this delayed-decay is represented by the inactivation variable which is formulated
by the rst order dierential equation dependent on the self-activity. In addition, I
also hypothesized that yi is zero before and after the stimulus presentation. Without
this assumption, the simulated trace shows a hyperpolarized response by negative
feedback to xi. However, the imaging results showed that the ASER response was
not hyperpolarized after stimulation (Fig 2). For simplicity, in the ODE model,
the yi works only during the presentation of the input stimulus. The parameter A
describes the timescale of the inactivation variable yi. Smaller value results in slower
inactivation. The parameters Ys and Ya describe the magnitude of the inactivation
variable yi to express decay process during the downstep of NaCl stimulation in
soma and axon respectively. The magnitudes of decay response during the 0 mM
NaCl presentation were dierent in each unit (Fig 2). I thus decided to use dierent
parameters for the magnitudes of the inactivation variable in each unit.
The parameter D describes a coupling constant in each unit through calcium
diusion. The variables Wd and Wa describe weights in each unit through calcium
diusion from soma. In the ODE model, I hypothesized that calcium can diuse from
soma to both dendrite and axon, and that the diusion eect from soma depends on
the state of dendritic- and axonal-activity. If the dendrite has a high-activity, Wd is
smaller than Wa. On the other hand, if the axon has a high-activity, Wd is bigger
than Wa. Details for Wd and Wa setting are shown in Table 1.
In the ODE model, xi and yi are dimensionless variables, and D, Ys, Ya, and
A are dimensionless free parameters, where t is the time. The initial condition of
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xi and yi is zero. The free parameters were optimized from calcium responses to a
simple pulse-like stimulation (Fig 2) by using optimization methods (Table 2). I(t)
is the input stimulus to the downstep in NaCl concentration. For a simple step-like
simulation, I(t) is dened as 1.0 or 0.0, respectively, when the worm is exposed to
0 mM or 50 mM NaCl. For the ickering- or randomized-stimulation, the ASER
neuron was stimulated with I(t) = 1:5 or 1.0 as the downstep in NaCl concentration,
and with I(t) = 1:0 or 0.5 as an upstep in NaCl concentration to reproduce better
performance of simulation.
Environment of computer simulation
The computational model was implemented using C on a UNIX workstation in which
the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method with adaptive time steps was included [34].
Optimization of free parameters
For modeling, the combination of free parameters D, Ys, Ya, and A was dened using
two methods. I rst determined the range of each free parameter that reproduces
the corresponding in vivo calcium response data (Fig 2) based on the results of pilot
simulations (Table 3). In this pilot simulation, I simulated all the combinations of
free parameters (8,000,000) for adequate search ranges of free parameters (see Fig 3).
Next, I applied the Genetic Algorithm (GA) to determine the optimal combination
of free parameters in the neuronal models. GA is an evolutionary method used
in a heuristic parameter search [35]. An initial population of 100 individuals eight
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binary character lengths was generated by random selection in each parameter range.
Crossover was set to generate the next individuals (ospring) using two randomly-
selected current individuals (parents). I dened that a crossover will occur at any
randomly-selected points with probability 0.6. The rst ospring was generated by
combining with the former part of male parent and the latter part of female parent,
and vice versa for the second ospring. Bit lengths from male or female parent
were dependent on the point of crossover. Randomly-selected bits of individuals
were inverted by mutation of the bit strings with mutation probability 0.01. The
tness of all individuals was evaluated by comparing their simulation results (neuronal
responses) with the in vivo imaging data of the downstep of NaCl concentration for
60 seconds. The tness function (Euclidean distance between two neuronal activities
related to the downstep of NaCl concentration for 60 seconds) was dened as follows:
dL =
120X
t=0
(jfd(t)  x^d(t)j+ jfs(t)  x^s(t)j+ jfa(t)  x^a(t)j) ; (2.5)
where fi(t) is the calcium responses from actual imaging in each region (Fig 2). x^i(t)
is the simulated responses in each region. The actual- and simulated-responses are
linear scaled from 0 to 1. dL is the summation of dierences between jfi(t)j and
jx^i(t)j for 120 s with interval 0.1 s in all the regions. Smaller values of dL indicate
better tness. The populations of parameter sets evolved up to 500 generations.
Optimization of parameter set was repeated 18 times using the initial population
with dierent random seeds in GA. Pseudorandom numbers were generated for GA
by Mersenne Twister. In addition to GA, I also used the Brute Force (BF) approach
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to identify a parameter set expected to t well to the imaging data in Fig 2. All
combinations of free parameters (approximately 1,200,000) were simulated by the
BF approach, and their tness were compared to the GA approach. This dL was
calculated only for the optimization of free parameters from calcium responses to a
simple pulse-like stimulation.
2.3.4 Evaluation of the model performance
The output responses from the model were evaluated by analyzing the variance ac-
counted for (VAF) values as follows:
VAF = 100 
 
1  var(x  x)
var(x)
!
: (2.6)
This VAF index was proposed for the evaluation of model performance as scales
relative to the variance of the simulated trace [11, 36]. A model is evaluated as
showing good performance when a high VAF is derived from the model. A lower
value, however, indicates that the resulting response does not t the actual imaging
data.
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2.4 Results
2.4.1 Characteristics of the ASER calcium response to the
NaCl concentration step change
Calcium imaging techniques are suited for evaluating neuronal activities in C. elegans
as endogenous voltage-sensitive sodium channels have not been identied in the C.
elegans genome [15, 16]. Instead of the sodium-based classical action potential, C.
elegans neurons likely to use calcium-based signal amplication for generating currents
as in the large nematode Ascaris [37, 38, 39].
To build a temporal- and spatial-reconstitution model for neuronal activity in C.
elegans, I analyzed calcium responses in each part of the ASER neuron and tried to
understand how salt information is propagated in the dendrite, soma, and axon of this
neuron (Fig 1). The ASER neuron is activated by the decrease in NaCl concentra-
tion [40] and mediates chemotaxis behaviors by controlling reorientation movements
in response to salt gradients [41, 42, 43, 44, 45]. I applied downstep changes in NaCl
concentration from 50 mM to 0 mM to transgenic animals expressing G-GECO1.2 pro-
tein [29] specically in the ASER neuron. The duration of 0 mM portion was ranged
from 3 s to 60 s, and responses in each part of the neuron were compared (Fig 2 and
data not shown). Calcium responses in all the regions of the ASER neuron showed
similar patterns of activity; they rose slowly after the downstep of NaCl concentra-
tion, and F=Fmax value reached its peak position several seconds after changing to
0 mM NaCl (Fig 2 and data not shown). After reaching peak response, the calcium
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response gradually decayed during the downstep to 0 mM NaCl concentration. This
decay process during the downstep to 0 mM NaCl concentration lasted until the NaCl
concentration was restored to 50 mM (Fig 2). After the NaCl concentration reached
50 mM (upstep), the ASER activity rapidly returned to the basal, steady state activ-
ity. These features of calcium responses which take a few seconds to a peak response
and decay slowly during the 0 mM NaCl presentation, were consistent with previous
studies [32, 40, 44]. Using the responses to the 60-second downstep stimulation, I
quantitatively analyzed their temporal activity (Fig 4). Response to the peak was
fastest in the axon compared to other regions (Fig 4A). The decay responses during
the downstep to 0 mM and at the upstep to 50 mM in the axon were also faster
than that of soma or dendrite (Fig 4B, C). These results indicate that all regions
of the ASER neuron are rapidly activated upon the decrease in NaCl concentration,
suggesting that signals detected by the cilia rapidly propagate into the dendrite and
spread to both soma and axon.
2.4.2 Modeling of spatio-temporal dynamics in the ASER
neuron
Based on the calcium imaging as indices of neuronal activity, I constructed a mathe-
matical model that describes the temporal dynamics of the dendrite, soma, and axon
in the ASER neuron (Fig 5). In the simulation process, the free parameters (D, Ys,
Ya, and A) were optimized by two methods, Brute Force (BF) search and genetic
algorithm (GA) (Table 2), and the resulting responses were compared with actual
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imaging data (Fig 6{8). Both parameter-search methods gave quite similar response
curves in all regions of the neuron (Fig 6), and showed low error if best 100 parame-
ter combinations were used in BF (Fig 7A). However, the BF parameter-search using
worst 100 data showed quite high error (Fig 7A). Considering the number of trial
in parameter search (about 50,000 patterns in GA vs. 1.2 million patterns in BF),
GA was more eective than BF when the number of generations increased (Fig 7B).
Although several discrepancies were observed between actual imaging data and sim-
ulation data such as the t1=2 decay to the 50 mM upstep in the dendrite (Fig 8C),
most temporal parameters from simulation seem to be quite similar to those of actual
imaging data (Fig 8A, B). This is also conrmed by calculating VAF values in each
region: all the percent VAFs were more than 90% (Fig 8D). These results suggest that
three-compartment ODE model in combination with the GA parameter optimization
can eectively reproduce the spatio-temporal activity of the actual ASER neuron in
response to the step change in NaCl concentration.
2.4.3 Neuronal and computational responses to rapidly-ickering
stimuli
The three-unit ODE model was developed by using a single stimulation: 50 mM to
0 mM downstep in NaCl concentration change for 60 seconds. I asked whether this
ODE model could predict neuronal responses triggered by other types of stimulations
such as weak concentration changes, short-period continuous concentration change,
and so on. First, I applied a rapidly-ickering concentration change of NaCl which
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may be a more realistic model stimulation for naturally-living worms. I changed the
concentration at 1/2 frequency, the rate of worm's head swing during forward move-
ment. At the onset of the ickering stimulus, gross neuronal activity was observed
and this gross activity gradually decreased during the input stimulus (Fig 9, 11, 12).
Similar to the simple one-downstep stimulation, it took several seconds to reach the
peak response, and the response decayed slowly until the concentration returned to
the basal 50 mM level. At high magnication, I found that calcium concentration
in ASER rapidly increased and decreased following the NaCl concentration change
(Fig 10). This indicates that water-soluble chemosensory neurons can respond to such
quickly-repeated stimuli. These quick responses were observed in all regions of the
neuron (Fig 9{12). The same frequency of input-output stimulation was applied to
the three-unit ODE model, and I found that the response was quite similar to that
of calcium imaging data. The VAF value in the dendrite was relatively low, but in
the soma and axon matched to the living cell responses (Fig 13). Thus, model can
predict the neuronal response corresponding to a fast-ickering stimulation.
2.4.4 Prediction of neuronal responses to unxed, random-
ized changes of stimulus
Animals may remain in one eld with a xed environment but walk randomly around
to nd better conditions. This random movement presents a random change of stimu-
lation to sensory neurons. So I simulated the temporal activity of ASER with a pseu-
dorandom pattern of input stimuli applied (Materials and Methods). The response
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from the ODE simulation showed quite similar pattern of activity to the imaging re-
sponse (Fig 14{16). Similar to the quick ickering stimulation, the VAF value in the
dendrite was relatively low compared to other regions of the neuron, but the soma
and axon responded with almost the same time resolution (Fig 17). I also found that
during a long stimulation, the amplitude of neuronal response in the simulation was
maintained, but that of actual response gradually decreased (Fig 14{16). These data
suggest that the three-unit ODE model can eectively predict in silico the patterns of
neuronal activity mimicking natural behaviors despite the fact that the modeling was
constructed using the ASER response to a simple downstep concentration change.
2.4.5 Neuronal responses to various NaCl concentration changes
The concentration change of NaCl between 50 mM and 0 mM is much larger than
the NaCl gradients encountered by moving worms under living (physiological) envi-
ronments. I applied various patterns of NaCl concentration change, and validated
whether the three-unit ODE model could predict neuronal responses to any NaCl
concentration changes (Fig 18{26). As shown in Fig 18, somatic responses to NaCl
concentration changes were observed from a 1 mM change to the 30 mM change. The
response curves for over 10 mM concentration changes were similar to that of 30 mM
change; it takes a few seconds to reach peak response, and the response decays slowly
until the next upstep of NaCl concentration is presented to the worms. However,
the peak responses were signicantly reduced when the NaCl concentration changes
smaller than 10 mM change were applied to worms. Although decay process after the
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peak response in the simulation was slower compared to the actual calcium imaging
data, the three-unit ODE model also showed the same response curves as the exper-
imental responses. In fact, the VAF values were decreased when the concentration
change was less than 10 mM change, suggesting that this model may not be suitable
to predict the response to slight concentration changes (Fig 19). As with somatic
responses, I also observed that the dendritic and axonal responses were dependent on
the dierence in NaCl concentration (Fig 21, 24). According to imaging analyses, the
simulation model can predict neuronal responses well when the salt concentrations
gradients are higher than 10 mM change.
In these analyses, the peak calcium responses were not proportional to the concen-
tration dierences in NaCl but were sigmoidal (soma in Fig 20A, dendrite in Fig 23A,
axon in Fig 26A). In simulation, I set the input stimulus to be proportional to the
dierence of NaCl concentration. The peak responses were proportional to the input
stimuli, and those responses did not correspond to the actual responses (Fig 20B,
23B, 26B). However, the peak transition pattern to the input stimulus seemed to
be similar to that of actual neuronal response if a sigmoidal transfer function was
applied to the peak neuronal activity x(t) (Fig 20C, 23C, 26C). Thus, actual imaging
analysis suggests that the relationship between the ASER neuronal activity and NaCl
concentration changes is not proportional but sigmoidal.
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2.5 Discussion
This study used a calcium imaging method to characterize the spatio-temporal activ-
ity in the salt-sensing ASER chemosensory neuron in response to various patterns of
NaCl stimulation. By adopting the actual neuronal responses by this calcium imag-
ing, I constructed a novel mathematical model named the three-unit ODE model.
Surprisingly, this model successfully reproduced the spatio-temporal activity of this
neuron to not only a simple downstep-concentration change but also to the various
types of stimuli such as randomized concentration changes (Fig 6, Fig 9{12, Fig 14{
16), despite the three-unit ODE model was constructed based on calcium responses
to a simple sensory stimulation. This nding implies that a computational model in
C. elegans can be developed relatively easy from the neuronal response to a simple
pulse-like stimulation.
The temporal responses of the ASER neuron to the NaCl concentration changes
have been well characterized. This calcium imaging data also showed the simple tem-
poral responses to the 50-0 mM downstep of concentration: a relatively fast activation
and slow decay followed by peak response during the downstep of NaCl concentra-
tion. Although dierences of time constants were observed among three regions, all
the responses showed similar temporal dynamics to various types of NaCl stimuli. In
addition, compartmentalized activity was not observed in both neurites of this neuron
as reported in other C. elegans neurons [23, 24, 25]. These results suggest that the
signal can be rapidly transmitted from the cilia to the axon terminal of this cell. I
have also shown that in the imaging analysis, calcium goes up and down faster in the
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axon (also up faster in the dendrite) than in the soma (Fig 2, 4). What factor does
inuence the time constant of calcium dynamics in each region? The simple answer
may be the volume of regions. In the large space of soma, calcium inux or diusion
into the soma may be slow down, and calcium binding to the G-GECO protein can be
slow even if the similar concentration of the reporter molecule exists. Alternatively,
the number of voltage-sensitive Ca2+ channels on the plasma membrane may not be
uniform among these regions. For example, UNC-2, a calcium channel alpha subunit
similar to the human P/Q-type calcium channel, has been shown to localize as puncta
on the axon of the AWC chemosensory neurons [46]. This kind of heterogenous local-
ization of Ca2+ channels has been shown to localize predominantly at neurites, not
at soma. On the other hand, upstepping to 50 mM NaCl concentration rapidly in-
activated the ASER, meaning calcium exclusion or sequestration from the cytosol by
as yet unidentied mechanisms. This fast activation and inactivation mechanism are
probably required for proper response of the ASER neuron to a continuous rapidly-
ickering concentration change, as I have rst shown in this study. Not only ASER,
but other chemosensory neurons AWC and ASH are known to respond temporally to
a rapidly-ickering stimulus faster than 1.0 Hz, the timescale of one head swing [11].
Those data suggest that most C. elegans sensory neurons may potentially respond
to fast input stimuli according to worm movement. In addition to fast response, tha
axonal quick-response (Fig 2, 4) may work for eectively information processing in
neural circuit. Increase of intracellular calcium ion causes neurotransmitter release
from synaptic vesicles by exocytosis [47]. The axonal calcium response in sensory
neurons thus might be suitable for transmission of fast information ow.
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My novel neuronal model is based on data from a simple step-down stimulus ap-
plied for 60 seconds, and this model can represent the spatio-temporal activity of the
single neuron when the same stimulus was applied (Fig 6). In addition, the simu-
lation also t well with the actual neuronal response to a short ickering stimulus
pattern (Fig 9{12). However, the simulated response did not correspond to real neu-
ronal activity in the peak response magnitude; magnitude of the peak height in the
simulation was remained relatively constant during stimulation, but in live animals,
it gradually decreased over the one-min stimulation (Fig 10B). This feature was also
observed when a pseudorandomized concentration change was used for a stimulation
pattern (Fig 14{16). Similar adaptive responses to uctuating stimuli in the AWC
and ASH neurons are seen in the C. elegans chemosensory system [11]. Thus, it is
probably true that C. elegans sensory neurons have sensory adaptation mechanisms.
To improve the three-unit ODE model, these adaptive responses should be included
by adding several parameters. In addition, this ODE model cannot reproduce quan-
titative neuronal activity to the temporal responses of each unit for large or tiny
changes of NaCl concentrations. The actual imaging data suggests that the response
of ASER neuron is not linear to the step changes of NaCl concentration but seems to
be sigmoidal (Fig 20A, 23A, 26A). However, these simulations showed that the rela-
tionship between the peak of the neuronal response and I(t) are a linear to from 0.0 to
30.0 (Fig 20B, 23B, 26B). In addition, the responses to smaller concentration changes
showed weak discrepancies with live imaging responses. Thus, a sigmoidal trans-
fer function to the simulated responses was required to t simulated peak responses
to actual neuronal responses observed in various step changes in NaCl concentra-
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tion (Fig 20C, 23C, 26C). This sigmoidal shape of stimulus/response relationship
indicates a threshold range in ASER sensitivity, as seen in other C. elegans sensory
neurons [48, 49]. By examining the threshold range to NaCl concentration change
in the ASER neuron or that of other sensory neurons, I will improve the three-unit
ODE model to quantitatively estimate neuronal responses to various ranges of exter-
nal stimuli. In addition, this sigmoidal transfer allows to predict the peak responses
of ASER neuron caused by various input stimuli. It is also possible to estimate a
NaCl-concentration environments from actual neuronal activity, by using this ODE
model with sigmoidal transfer.
Several functions in the proposed the neuronal response model should be issued to
support the interpretation biophysically. The rst issue is the inactivation variable yi
in the equation (2.4). This variable represents slow delayed-decay during a stimula-
tion (decrease in NaCl concentration). A classic leaky integrate-and-re model cannot
reproduce well this delayed-decay response, because neuronal activity converges to a
peak response level during pulse input [11]. Therefore, I supposed that temporal
dynamics of this delayed-decay in the ASER neuron might be represented adding an
inactivation variable which is formulated by rst order dierential equation depen-
dent on the self-activity. As expected, the simulated responses were well t to actual
imaging data (Fig 6). A short-period of stimulation such as the 3-second stepdown to
0 mM from 50 mM NaCl concentration does not require this variable, but several C.
elegans neurons show similar kinds of decay response [11, 24]. Considering the fact
that the inactivation variable yi does not aect to represent the response patterns
to short-period stimulations (data not shown), this variable can support to simulate
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neuronal responses to any types of stimulation. The second issue is on the coupling
constant D, which is the third term in the equation (2.1){(2.3). This parameter was
set to represent calcium diusion in each unit of the ASER neuron and works for uni-
form activities in each unit. Although the three-unit ODE model is not represented
as a term of calcium inux through voltage-sensitive channels on the soma and axon,
calcium responses in each unit are reproduced well. Therefore, the calcium dynam-
ics in the ASER neuron may be largely dependent on calcium diusion more than
calcium inux through voltage-sensitive channel, which may inuence on the several
parameters of the response curve such as the time constant to the peak response.
As shown simulation results, VAF index in the dendrite was relatively low for
ickering- and randomized-stimuli (Fig 13, Fig 17). The low values in VAF do not
indicate the bad performance in this ODE model. Because this ODE model has
approximately same performance in the previously proposed models [11, 36] for VAF
index (Table 4). Moreover, this ODE model also has the following advantage over
the previously proposed models: This ODE model can predict the neuronal responses
to unknown stimulus-patterns (Fig 9{12, Fig 14{16), despite model parameters and
functions were determined based on calcium responses to a simple sensory stimulation
(Fig 2). On the other hand, in previous studies, model parameters and response
functions were determined respectively based on imaging data with each trials which
were recorded neuronal response to input stimuli. Their model thus can reproduce
to the neuronal response for known stimulus-pattern, however has an insucient for
predicting the neuronal response for unknown stimulus-pattern.
My nal goal is to develop a whole brain, neural computation model which is
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based on in vivo imaging of the C. elegans nervous system. Although I did not found
large dierences in neuronal responses of three regions, C. elegans neurons should
be handled as a multi-unit to establish a reliable simulation for network modeling.
The point-unit model is well suited for simulation of circuit analysis, but this model
bypasses the morphology of each neuron in the circuit. On the other hand, a detailed
multi-unit model, which involves complicated morphology of each neuronal cell, is
computationally expensive for large-scale network simulations. In consideration of
these restrictions, I constructed a three-unit ODE model for addressing both disad-
vantages. The single neuron is divided into three units based on its basic morphology,
and each unit in the proposed ODE model depends only on time. The three-unit ODE
model is more physiologically reliable than a point-unit model and is easier to handle
analytically and numerically than other multi-unit models. Not only three major
regions of the ASER neuron, furthermore, I can also apply the three-unit ODE model
to reproduce compartmentalized calcium dynamics on neurites, which are reported
in several C. elegans neurons [23, 24, 25]. Although several modications will be re-
quired in the term of diusion of this equations, I believe extensibility of the modeling
to several types of neuronal activity in vivo. I also propose GA for the parameter es-
timation of a large-scale network modeling. In the present study, selected parameters
from GA showed compatible responses to those from the best BF samples.
In this study, by integrating in vivo imaging and in silico simulations, I have
successfully constructed a simple phenomenological model for a C. elegans neuronal
activity. I am also trying to fuse the proposed ODE model with a synaptic integration
model to understand the neural information processing for salt-chemotaxis behavior.
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A graded synaptic transmission has modeled as a sigmoidal function dependent on
its presynaptic activity [21, 50, 51]. By simply assuming a small coupling constant D
in each synaptic region, the proposed neuronal model with synaptic integration can
estimate the responses in each compartmentalized subcellular region. This may be,
unlike other point-neuron models, a strong advantage for whole-brain modeling in C.
elegans, and also will be helpful to gure out mechanisms of sensorimotor integration
in animals.
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Table 1: Variables Wd and Wa.
xa > 0 xa < 0 xa = 0
xd > 0 Wd = jxaj=(jxdj+ jxaj) Wd = 0 Wd = jxaj=(jxdj+ jxaj)
Wa = jxdj=(jxdj+ jxaj) Wa = 1 Wa = jxdj=(jxdj+ jxaj)
xd < 0 Wd = 1 Wd = jxdj=(jxdj+ jxaj) Wd = 1
Wa = 0 Wa = jxaj=(jxdj+ jxaj) Wa = 0
xd = 0 Wd = 0 Wd = 0 Wd = 0
Wa = 1 Wa = 1 Wa = 0
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Table 2: Averaged parameters used in the three-unit ODE model.
Parameters BF (best) BF (worst) GA
D 7:300000  0:180348 0:500000  0:000000 7:1  0:2
Ys  0:224000  0:00668  0:14200  0:08181 0:3  0:0
Ya  0:047000  0:012099  0:246000  0:086753  0:2  0:0
A 0:105200  0:00244 0:280700  0:000987 0:03  0:0
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Table 3: Ranges of free parameters for BF and GA.
Parameters Range Step size
D [0:1; 10] 0.1
Ys [ 1;+1] 0.1
Ya [ 1;+1] 0.1
A [0; 0:3] 0.01
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Table 4: Comparison of neuronal models.
Model Unit Free Parame-
ters
Performance
(VAF)
Formula
Three-unit ODE
model [28]
multi 5 40-90% Dierential equation
(nonlinear)
Kato's
model [11]
single 5 69-96% Dierential equation
(linear)
Tsukada's
model [36]
single 3 40-90% Linear-convolution
model (impulse
response function)
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Figure 1: Schematic of the experimental set-up to measure calcium response
in the ASER neuron. An identication method of the neuronal-response property
in ASER to NaCl stimulation. The worm is xed with PDMS chip (bottom). Cal-
cium responses of dendrite, soma, and axon were recorded from transgenic worms
expressing calcium-sensitive probe G-GECO1.2.
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Figure 2: Normalized calcium dynamics in the dendrite, soma, and axon
of the ASER neuron to step changes in NaCl concentration stimuli. Gray
shading denotes the 60-sec downstep to 0 mM NaCl concentration from 50 mM NaCl
(t = 10   70 s). Solid lines represent average data, and the lightly colored region
around each line shows SEM.
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Figure 3: Adequacy evaluation of free parameters. All the combinations of
free parameters (8,000,000) were simulated by the equation (1){(4) using following
ranges: D[0, 50]; A[0,10]; Ys[-10, 10]; Ya[-10, 10]. dL in the equation (5) was calculated
from both simulation results and imaging data (Fig. 2). (A) All combinations were
classied based on the dL value. Smaller dL indicates a higher reproducibility. Over
half combinations are included into the range over dL  1300. (B) Histogram of dL
value less than 1,000. The number of combinations is decreased according to smaller
dL values. The combinations, whose dL was less than 800, were analyzed for the
adequacy evaluation of free parameters (gray-shading area). (C) Histogram of the D
values. Selected combinations in (B) were classied based on their D values. Gray
shading denotes the range of D used in simulation. (D) Histogram of the A value.
Same combinations in (C) were classied based on their A values. Gray shading
denotes the range of A used in simulation. (E) Histogram of the Ys value. Same
combinations in (C) were classied based on their Ys values. Gray shading denotes
the range of Ys used in simulation. (F) Histogram of the Ya value. Same combinations
in (C) were classied based on their Ya values. Gray shading denotes the range of Ya
used in simulation.
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Figure 4: Characteristics of the spatio-temporal response in the ASER
chemosensory neuron to step changes in NaCl concentration stimuli. (A)
Time constant to achieve peak response during downstepping of the NaCl concen-
tration. (B) Decay time from peak response to just before the upstep of the NaCl
concentration. (C) Decay time back to baseline after the upstep of NaCl concentra-
tion. Error bars represent SEM. n = 10, *p < 0:05, **p < 0:01, and ***p < 0:001 by
Games Howell test.
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Figure 5: Experimental ow for modeling of ASER activity.
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Figure 6: Simulated neuronal activities by two parameter search methods.
A 60-second input stimulus was applied to the dendrite. Gray shading denotes the
period of input stimulus. Colored lines represent responses estimated by the Ge-
netic Algorithm (GA) method; dark-gray lines represent Brute-Force (BF) method.
Magnication is normalized from 0 (baseline) to 1 (peak value).
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Figure 7: Optimization of free parameters by GA and BF. (A) Average tness
from each parameter search, BF or GA. Fitness (error) is a summation of the dier-
ences between actual neuronal responses and simulation responses. Small values of
tness indicate that a model reproduces neuronal activity close to the actual response.
The best 100 and worst 100 tness values were calculated in the BF search. In GA
search, combinations of free parameters evolved over 500 generations. (B) Evolution
process of tness in GA search. The black line indicates average tness, and gray
lines indicate the individual tness of eighteen runs.
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Figure 8: Characteristics of the spatio-temporal response in the ASER
chemosensory neuron to input stimulation. (A) Comparison of the t1=2 to
the peak responses in the dendrite, soma and axon to the input stimulus. Actual
means the imaging data. (B) Decay times from peak response to the end of input
stimulus. (C) Decay times to baseline after removal of input stimulus. (D) Evaluation
of simulated responses by variance accounted for (VAF).
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Figure 9: Actual and simulated responses in the ASER neuron to a fast-
ickering stimulus. Gray line indicates the actual neuronal response in the soma
to a ickering change of 50 mM/0 mM NaCl concentration. The green line shows
the simulation of neuronal responses in the soma to a ickering input stimuli. The
sequence stimulus input is shown in black.
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Figure 10: Actual and simulated responses in the ASER neuron to a fast-
ickering stimulus (magnied view). (A) The graph shows the magnied view
around the 30-40 sec interval. Gray shading represents downsteps of NaCl concentra-
tion for actual imaging (green) or simulation (dark-gray). (B) The graph shows the
magnied view around the 190-200 sec interval. Gray shading represents downsteps
of NaCl concentration for actual imaging (green) or simulation (dark-gray).
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Figure 11: Temporal responses of the dendrite to ickering stimuli with 0.5
s pulse. The actual response (gray) and simulated responses (blue) of the dendrite
are shown. The sequence stimulus input is shown in black.
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Figure 12: Temporal responses of the axon to ickering stimuli with 0.5
s pulse. The actual response (gray) and simulated response (red) of the axon are
shown. The sequence stimulus input is shown in black.
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Figure 13: Evaluation of simulation by the percentage of VAF. VAF index
were calculated from simulated responses to ickering stimuli with 0.5 s pulse.
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Figure 14: Somatic responses to a pseudorandom stimulus. Dark-gray line
indicates the actual responses in the soma to pseudorandom changes of 50 mM/0
mM NaCl concentration. The green line indicates the result of simulation in the
soma to a pseudorandom input stimulus. Gray shading represents downsteps of NaCl
concentration for actual imaging (dark-gray) or simulation (green).
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Figure 15: Temporal responses of the dendrite to pseudorandom stimuli.
The actual response (dark-gray) and simulated responses (blue) of the dendrite are
shown. Gray shading represents downsteps of NaCl concentration for actual imaging
(dark-gray) or simulation (blue).
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Figure 16: Temporal responses of the axon to pseudorandom stimuli. The
actual response (dark-gray) and simulated response (red) of the axon are shown. Gray
shading represents downsteps of NaCl concentration for actual imaging (dark-gray)
or simulation (red).
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Figure 17: Evaluation of simulation by the percentage of VAF. VAF index
were calculated from simulated responses to pseudorandom input stimulus.
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Figure 18: Average calcium dynamics in neuronal response (soma) to con-
centration steps of various sizes from baseline (50 mM NaCl) The F=F0
value is indicated to compare the neuronal activity to the NaCl concentration changes.
n = 20 (n = 10 in 50 mM change) (top). The simulated responses in the soma activity
with the proposed model to input stimuli of various magnitudes (bottom).
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Figure 19: Evaluation of simulation performance for somatic response. VAF
index were calculated from simulated responses to input stimuli of various magnitudes.
'img. (mM change)' means the size of NaCl downstep in mM, and 'sim' indicates the
input stimulus in simulation.
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Figure 20: The relationship between NaCl stimulation and peak responses
in soma. (A) The relationship between the size of NaCl downstep and triggered
actual peak response in the soma. Error bars represent SEM. n = 20 (n = 10 in 50
mM change). (B) The relationship between the input stimulus (I(t)) and simulated
peak response in the soma. (C) The simulated peak response in the soma are plotted
after application of sigmoidal transfer function.
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Figure 21: Average calcium dynamics in neuronal response (dendrite) to
concentration steps of various sizes from baseline (50 mM NaCl). The
F=F0 value is indicated to compare the neuronal activity to the NaCl concentration
changes (top). n = 20 (n = 10 in 50 mM change). The simulated responses in the
dendrite activity with the proposed model to input stimuli of various magnitudes
(bottom).
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Figure 22: Evaluation of simulation performance for dendritic response.
VAF index were calculated from simulated responses to input stimuli of various mag-
nitudes. 'img. (mM change)' means the size of NaCl downstep in mM, and 'sim'
indicates the input stimulus in simulation.
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Figure 23: The relationship between NaCl stimulation and peak responses
in dendrite. (A) The relationship between the size of NaCl downstep and triggered
actual peak response in the dendrite. Error bars represent SEM. n = 20 (n = 10 in 50
mM change). (B) The relationship between the input stimulus (I(t)) and simulated
peak response in the dendrite. (C) The simulated peak response in the dendrite are
blotted after application of sigmoidal transfer function.
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Figure 24: Average calcium dynamics in neuronal response (axon) to con-
centration steps of various sizes from baseline (50 mM NaCl). The F=F0
value is indicated to compare the neuronal activity to the NaCl concentration changes
(top). n = 20 (n = 10 in 50 mM). The simulated responses in the axon activity with
the proposed model to input stimuli of various magnitudes (bottom).
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Figure 25: Evaluation of simulation performance for axonal response. VAF
index were calculated from simulated responses to input stimuli of various magnitudes.
'img. (mM change)' means the size of NaCl downstep in mM, and 'sim' indicates the
input stimulus in simulation.
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Figure 26: The relationship between NaCl stimulation and peak responses
in axon. (A) The relationship between the size of NaCl downstep and triggered
actual peak response in the axon. Error bars represent SEM. n = 20 (n = 10 in 50
mM change). (B) The relationship between the input stimulus (I(t)) and simulated
peak response in the axon. (C) The simulated peak response in the soma are plotted
after application of sigmoidal transfer function.
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Chapter 3
Synaptic dissection of a neuronal
circuit for salt-chemotaxis behavior
in C. elegans
3.1 Abstract
Neuronal circuits are an assembly of synaptic connectivity among neurons. Analy-
sis of both the patterns of synaptic connections in a circuit and the roles of each
synapse for the circuit activity helps to understand characteristics of a neural en-
coding for behavioral outputs. Here I show that a pair of C. elegans chemosensory
neurons ASEL/R have an opposite role for their postsynaptic activity even though
they use the same signaling molecule. I found that the ASEL glutaminergic signal
inhibits the postsynaptic AIB activity through an unidentied receptor. On the other
hand, the ASER glutaminergic signal stimulates AIB activity through the AMPA-
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type ionotropic glutamate receptor. Both presynaptic neurons employ the same neu-
rotransmitter glutamate but utilize distinct postsynaptic glutamate receptors, and
these distinct localization patterns on the AIB neurite contribute to the opposite reg-
ulation of activity. This unfamiliar mechanism enables one class of sensory neuron to
encode both excitatory and inhibitory signals for precise behavior transition.
3.2 Introduction
Toward understanding the neural information processing based on neuronal interac-
tions, I try to develop a computational model for the whole-brain simulation with
cellular-resolution level. In the chapter II, I succeeded to develop a single-cell model
with the spatio-temporal activity. However the proposed neuronal model has a re-
striction for circuit analysis, because cannot handle the synaptic transmission. As a
next step, to expand this single-cell computation into a circuit level, I characterize
synaptic transmission among neurons as an element for neural encoding using calcium
imaging.
Neuronal circuits are an assembly of synaptic connectivity among neurons. Com-
pared to mammalian brains consisted of billions of neurons, lower organisms such as
worm, y, and zebrash have a much compact nervous system [1, 2, 3]. They thus
are widely used as models to study for characterization of neural encoding by in vivo
neuronal recording [2, 4, 5]. In addition to the in vivo imaging analysis, analysis of
both the patterns of synaptic connections in a circuit and the roles of each synapse
in network activity also helps to understand characteristics of a neural encoding for
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behavioral outputs. Despite of compact nervous systems in those model animals, they
are capable of performing diverse behavioral outputs, and many of those are analo-
gous to those observed in mammals [6, 7, 8]. This means that there should be the
general rule in neural network for simple synaptic information ow, which may navi-
gate circuit computations for multiple behavioral outputs in these organisms, similar
to higher organisms. However, how dynamical encoding through synapses between
neurons navigate multiple behavioral outputs has not been well understood yet.
C. elegans has a possibility to characterize a circuit dynamics not only in net-
work structure level but also in synaptic functional level. The patterns of synaptic
connectivity in the C. elegans nervous system has been identied [1]. In addition, a
real-time calcium imaging from single cellular resolution to the whole-brain level can
be applicable to living animals [4, 9]. C. elegans has a small nervous system with only
302 neurons. Due to this simplicity, worm is widely used to understand the mech-
anisms of neural encoding for behavioral outputs. In particular, the mechanism of
salt-chemotaxis behavior has been observed for decades, and its molecular and cellu-
lar knowledge are accumulated [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. For the salt
sensing, a pair of sensory neurons named ASEL and ASER are mainly functioning
neurons. These two neurons are located at left/right side of C. elegans head region
and their morphology and synapse localization pattern seems to be bi-symmetrically
similar. However, these neurons have an opposite response to salt (NaCl). ASEL
is activated by the increase of NaCl concentration (NaCl upstep), whereas ASER is
activated by the decrease of NaCl concentration (NaCl downstep). In addition to the
dierent response to NaCl, those neurons seem to have distinct functions for behavior:
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ASEL promotes forward run probability, whereas ASER promotes turn probability
in chemotaxis behavior [13, 14]. The synaptic connectivity patterns are also sim-
ilar. Both neurons connect to same interneurons such as AIA, AIB and AIY [1],
although both neurons are glutaminergic neurons releasing glutamate as a transmit-
ter [21]. ASEL/R neurons are likely to regulate opposite behavioral outputs by using
unknown neuronal signaling mechanism. These facts provoke an intriguing question.
What is the synaptic mechanism leading to opposite behavioral outputs by ASE neu-
rons?
To answer this question, I applied both calcium imaging and molecular genetics
to the C. elegans salt-sensing neural circuit. By characterizing the response of AIB
interneurons that are connected and regulated by ASE neurons, I examined cellular
and molecular features of synaptic regulation between ASE and AIB. I also examined
how synapses between these two neurons are organized based on their functions. From
these analyses, I found a novel aspect of relationship between spatial distribution of
synapse connectivity and postsynaptic responses in a neuronal circuit. I believe that
this information ow provides one topological network at a circuit level.
3.3 Materials and methods
3.3.1 Strains
Worms were cultivated on standard NGM agar plates seeded with E. coli strain OP50
at room temperature ( 22 C). Wild-type strain (Bristle N2) and other mutant
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strains used in this study are shown in Table 5.
3.3.2 Molecular biology and transgenic animals
Standard methods for molecular biology were used for plasmid DNA construction.
For the calcium indicator protein G-GECO1.2 [22] expression, the G-GECO1.2 coding
sequence was inserted between the AgeI and EcoRI site of the pPD95.79 vector (kind
gift from Andy Fire). Then, each promoter region was inserted between the SphI and
XmaI site of resulting pPD95.79/G-GECO1.2 plasmid. I used following promoter
regions for cell-specic expression; gcy-5 for ASER, gcy-7 for ASEL, and npr-9 for
AIB. To generate plasmid DNAs for UNC-13 expression, the full-length unc-13 cDNA
fragment was amplied by overlapping PCR fusion using the following primers:
5 ’CCGGGATGCCACGCCGACGGAAACGAAA3'
5 ’GTGTCCTTCGTTTGGTCTTTCCAACTTGAG3 ’
5 ’CTCAAGTTGGAAAGACCAAACGAAGGACAC3 ’
5 ’CAGGCGTCTTGCATCGTTTCTTTTG3 ’
5 ’CAAAAGAAACGATGCAAGACGCCTG3 ’
5 ’GCATTCGGCAGTTGTTTCAATAGAGCC3 ’
5 ’GGCTCTATTGAAACAACTGCCGAATGC3 ’.
The resulting full-length unc-13 fragment was inserted between the XmaI and KpnI
site of the pPD95.79 Vector. Then, each promoter region for ASEL and ASER was
inserted between the SphI and XmaI site of the pPD95.79/UNC-13 plasmid DNA. To
generate Pgcy-5::TeTx::mCherry, TeTx::mCherry fragment from Pttx-3::TeTx::mCherry
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(kind gift from Sreekanth Chalasani) was inserted between the SmaI and ApaI site
of the pDK155[Pgcy-5::GCaMP6] plasmid DNA. For the glutamate-gated chloride
channels expressions, glc-3 cDNA fragment was amplied by PCR fusion using the
following primers:
5 ’ATGCGGATCCATGAGTCTCCGTTCACTTCTCAAT3 ’and
5 ’TTCTACCGGTACCTTGGCTTCCGGTGCGTGATATTGT3 ’.
The resulting full-length glc-3 fragment was inserted between the BamHI and KpnI
site of the pPD95.79/Venus Vector. Then, npr-9 promoter region was inserted be-
tween the SphI and BamHI site of the pPD95.79/GLC-3 plasmid DNA. For the
AMPA-type ionotropic glutamate receptor expressions, glr-1::GFP fragment, which
is digested by KpnI and EcoRV from Pttx-3::glr-1::GFP (kind gift from Takaaki Hi-
rotsu), was inserted into a pDK597[Pgcy-7::R-GECO1] plasmid DNA. Then, UNC54
3UTR and npr-9 promoter region were inserted between the EcoRV/ApaI and the
KpnI/ApaI. To observe the localization of the presynaptic vesicle associated protein
(RAB-3), mCherry::rab-3 fragment, which was digested by the SmaI and ApaI from
pDK601[Pacr-5::mCherry::rab-3], was inserted between the SmaI and ApaI site of the
pDK104[Pgcy-5::snb-1::GFP] plasmid DNA.
For generation of transgenic animals, the resulting plasmid DNAs were injected
into N2 (Bristol) or mutant animals using a standard microinjection method [23].
Details for the transgenic worms are shown in Table 5.
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3.3.3 Calcium imaging
One or two day old adult transgenic worms were used for imaging. Worms were im-
mobilized in a microuidic device fabricated from polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) [24].
The microuidic device was set on an inverted uorescent microscope (Olympus
IX71), and time-lapse images were performed using an ORCA-Flash 4.0 CCD camera
(Hamamatsu Photonics) controlled by HCImage software (Hamamatsu Photonics).
Recordings were started within 3 minutes after removal from food, and images were
captured at the rate of 10 frames/sec. The following compositions of buers for cal-
cium imaging were used: (in mM) 5 KPO4 (pH 6.0), 1 CaCl2, 1 MgSO4, and 0, 50
mM NaCl for the stimulation. All the buers were adjusted to be 350 mOsmol/L
H2O with glycerol [16]. The patterns of salt stimulation were automated by using the
Perfusion Valve Controller System VC-6M (Warner Instruments) and Arduino micro-
controller to control solenoid valves (Arduino SRL) with a pre-generated sequence. I
used F/F0 for values of uorescence intensity change. F0 was dened as the average
uorescence in a 5 s window before stimulation. After background subtraction, the
total uorescence intensity was measured from individual regions of interest (ROIs)
in the each neuron.
Each animal was imaged twice, with a 30 s interval between the rst and second
observation. AIB has a bistable activity state: active and resting state [25]. Mostly,
the second imaging data were used for data analysis, because AIB activity from the
second observation was more stable than that from the rst observation.
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3.3.4 Confocal microscopy observation
L4 larvae were mounted on a 2% agarose pad with 50 mM sodium azide in M9 solution
for anesthesia. Images were acquired on an inverted confocal microscope (Nikon A1,
Nikon) with 60x objective lens, and were handled by NIS-Elements C/NIS-Elements
C-ER and ImageJ software.
3.3.5 Statistical methods
The each data did not shown gaussian distribution based on the Shaprio-Wilk test. So,
a non-parametric Wilcoxon rank sum test was performed for the evaluation of median
dierences of calcium responses between wild-type and che-1(p679) mutants (Fig 30).
A non-parametric multiple comparison Steel-Dwass test was used for the evaluation
of averaged calcium responses in unc-13(e312), the ASEL- or ASER-specic UNC-13
rescuing animals in unc-13(e312) background (Fig 32).
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Calcium responses in ASEL, ASER, and AIB to the
NaCl concentration changes
The nematode C. elegans can detect the gradient of NaCl concentration, and moves
to a preferential condition by using several behavioral strategies [12, 15]. The pair
of amphid sensory-neurons ASELeft and ASERight at head position mainly detects
NaCl concentration changes [10]. Both ASEL/R have synaptic connections to the
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downstream rst-layer interneurons AIB (Fig 27). I wondered how the ASE neurons
control AIB activities when NaCl concentration was changed. To monitor the calcium
responses of these neurons in the wild-type animals, I recorded uorescent changes
of the genetically-encoded calcium indicator G-GECO1.2 [22], which is specically
expressed in these neurons. For the observation of ASEL response, I applied the
upstep NaCl concentration change (from 0 mM to 50 mM NaCl) and found that the
ASEL calcium response began to rise just after the upstep of NaCl concentration,
and the F/F0 value reached its peak level in a few seconds (Data not shown). After
reaching to the peak response, its calcium response gradually decayed toward the
steady state level. On the other hand, the ASER calcium response rose slowly after
the downstep of NaCl concentration was applied (from 50 mM to 0 mM NaCl), and
F/F0 value reached its peak level in a few seconds (Fig 28). After reaching to
the peak response, the ASER calcium response gradually decayed during the 0 mM
downstep in NaCl concentration. This decay process during the downstep to 0 mM
NaCl lasted until the NaCl concentration was restored to 50 mM (Fig 28). Next, I
examined the response of postsynaptic interneurons AIB and found that AIB showed
similar response pattern with ASER: their responses rose slowly after the downstep
of NaCl concentration (Fig 28), and were sustained at around the peak level during
the 0 mM NaCl concentration. After the upstep of NaCl concentration, AIB calcium
level immediately decayed to the steady state level. Consistent with previous studies,
ASEL has a transient NaCl-upstep response, and ASER and AIB show a sustained
NaCl-downstep response [13, 17].
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3.4.2 ASE neurons regulate AIB activity based on NaCl con-
centration change
The AIB interneurons receive synaptic inputs from many sensory neurons. Several
sensory neurons including AFD, ASE, ASH, ASJ, AWB, and AWC, are suspected to
function as salt-sensing neurons [14, 26], and all these sensory neurons are reported to
have synaptic connections with AIB neurons [1]. To examine which sensory neurons
do mainly aect the AIB activity based on NaCl concentration changes, I recorded the
AIB response in che-1(p679) mutant animals. The che-1(p679) mutant has no ASE
neurons [27, 28], and did not show any signicant AIB calcium response compared
to clear AIB response observed in the wild type animals (Fig 29, 30). This result
indicates that AIB neurons cannot respond to the changes of NaCl concentration
without ASE neurons. Therefore, I conclude that other sensory neurons except for
ASE neurons probably have small or no eect on AIB activity, but ASE neurons
strongly aect to AIB activity to the changes of NaCl concentration.
3.4.3 ASEL inhibits AIB activity whereas ASER stimulates
AIB activity
Next, I examined how two distinct ASEL and ASER signaling are cooperatively in-
volved in the regulation of AIB activity, because those neurons show opposite response
patterns to the NaCl concentration change. I rstly monitored AIB responses to the
change of NaCl concentration in the synaptic vesicle release-defective mutant unc-
13(e312) [29]. unc-13 encodes a protein required for the vesicle priming step at the
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presynaptic site and mutations in its gene causes severe defects in neurotransmitter
release. The AIB in unc-13(e312) mutants did not show any responses to both the
downstep and upstep change of NaCl concentration (Fig 31). Therefore, together with
the che-1 mutant results, these results suggest that the synaptic transmission from
ASE neurons is required for the regulation of AIB activity when NaCl concentration
was changed.
I further examined the role of each ASEL and ASER neuron for the AIB activity.
For this purpose, UNC-13 protein was specically expressed in either ASEL or ASER
neuron in unc-13(e312) mutant background, and AIB calcium responses in these
cell-specic rescuing animals were monitored. In the ASEL-rescuing animals, inter-
estingly, weak increase of AIB activity was immediately decreased to the basal level
at the upstep NaCl concentration change (Fig 31B , 32C). On the other hand, this
fast recovery to basal level at upstep was not rescued by the ASER-specic UNC-13
expression (Fig 31C, 32C). Furthermore, the AIB calcium response in ASEL-specic
rescuing animals was quite slight compared to that in ASER-rescuing animals during
the downstep of NaCl concentration (Fig 31B,C, 32A). These results suggest that the
ASEL signaling probably acts to inhibit the AIB activity.
Focused on the ASER function, I found that the ASER signaling seems to act as
an excitatory signal for the AIB activity. AIB neurons were stimulated during the
downstep of NaCl concentration, and this activation was also observed when UNC-13
was specically expressed in the ASER neuron of unc-13mutants (Fig 31C, 32A). AIB
neurons in these ASER-rescuing animals showed relatively a slow rise response after
the downstep of NaCl concentration (compare to the wild-type response in Fig 29A
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and and Fig 31C). The averaged calcium responses showed a signicant activation
during the 60 s 0 mM NaCl presentation (Fig 32A). However, the initial (10-sec)
response after the downstep of NaCl is not signicant (Fig 32B), suggesting that the
property of fast activation was not rescued by the ASER-specic UNC-13 expression.
On the other hand, strong inactivation at the upstep of NaCl concentration was not
observed (Fig 32C), suggesting that there may be no inhibitory role for the AIB
activation. To further conrm these results, I also monitored AIB activities using
transgenic animals in which the tetanus toxin light chain from Clostridium tetani
(TeTx) was cell-specically expressed to block synaptic transmission. Expression of
TeTx reduces presynaptic vesicle release by cleaving synaptobrevin/VAMP protein
which is a core component for the synaptic vesicle fusion step [30]. The transgenic
animals expressing TeTx specically in the ASER showed a reduced AIB activity
during the downstep of NaCl concentration (Fig 33). Therefore, I conclude that the
ASER signaling probably excites AIBs when the downstep of NaCl concentration is
applied.
3.4.4 The distinct glutaminergic signals from ASEL/R reg-
ulate AIB neuronal activity
Results of the above show that ASEL can inhibit AIB whereas ASER can stimulate
AIB. Both ASE neurons are known to release glutamate as a transmitter [21]. To
test whether the same glutamate signal has potentials both for an excitation and an
inhibition for the AIB activity, I rst monitored the AIB calcium responses in the eat-
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4(ky5) mutant animal. eat-4 encodes a vesicular glutamate transporter in C. elegans,
and mutations in this gene cause lack or decrease of glutamate amount in synaptic
vesicles. eat-4(ky5) mutants did not show clear AIB responses to both the downstep
and upstep of NaCl concentration (Fig 34A). Therefore, these results suggest that the
glutamate signal from ASEs may generate both excitation and inhibition in AIBs.
The AMPA-type ionotropic glutamate receptor GLR-1 is expressed in AIB in-
terneurons, which can act as an excitatory postsynaptic receptor [6]. Using glr-
1(n2461) mutant animals, I examined whether the AMPA-type glutamate receptor
can really aect the AIB activity. I found that AIBs rose to their peak response
within 10 s after the downstep of NaCl concentration. However, the response soon
decayed after reaching the peak response (Fig 34B). On the other hand, wild-type
animals showed a sustained activity during the 0 mM NaCl presentation (Fig 28B,
Fig 29A). These results suggest that the AMPA-type glutamate receptor is required
to last AIB neuronal activity during NaCl stimulation.
3.4.5 Coordinated synapse constructions between ASE-AIB
generate the well-organized excitation/inhibition sig-
nal
These results suggest that the glutamate signal from ASER generates AIB excitation
thorough an AMPA-type glutamate receptor. On the other hand, the glutamate
signal from ASEL may generate AIB inhibition through an unidentied receptor.
A reasonable mechanism to explain this unfamiliar phenomenon may be that the
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site of synapses between ASEL-AIB and ASER-AIB is accurately organized on each
neurite, according to the type of receptors. To test this hypothesis, I rst observed
the localization patterns of both the AMPA-type glutamate receptor GLR-1 and the
glutamate-gated chloride channels GLC-3 on the postsynaptic AIB neurite. In the
transgenic animals expressing GLR-1::GFP specically in AIB, GLR-1::GFP fusion
protein seemed to be localized uniformly on its neurite (Fig 35A). On the other hand,
in the transgenic worms expressing GLC-3::Venus in AIB, GLC-3::Venus was localized
as several size of puncta (Fig 35B).
The localization patterns of GLR-1::GFP and those of GLC-3::Venus seemed to
be slightly dierent on the AIB neurite. However, due to many GFP puncta on the
neurite, I could not make clear whether each receptor localizes at segregated regions on
the neurite, and whether those localization really correspond to their specic functions
for the excitatory (with ASER) or inhibitory (with ASEL) synapses. To conrm
this, I next observed the relationship between the localization patterns of presynaptic
vesicle-associated protein (RAB-3) on the ASER and the distribution of GLR-1::GFP
or GLC-3::Venus on the AIB. I found that the positions of both mCherry::RAB-3 on
the ASER and GLR-1::GFP on the AIB were quite closely distributed (Fig 36).
On the other hand, those of mCherry::RAB-3 on the ASER and GLC-3::Venus on
the AIB showed a distinct distribution (Fig 37). In addition, a spatial distance of
mCherry::RAB-3 on the ASER and GLC-3::Venus on the AIB is more distant than
that of mCherry::RAB-3 on the ASER and GLR-1::GFP on the AIB (Fig 36, 37).
These results suggest that the AMPA-type glutamate receptor GLR-1 on the AIB,
not GLC-3, receives the excitatory glutamate from the ASER.
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3.5 Discussion
In this part of study, I identied that ASE-AIB circuit in the salt-chemotaxis behav-
ior are regulated by two opposite synaptic encoding: The ASEL-AIB encode is an
inhibitory input, whereas the ASER-AIB encode is an excitatory input. These two
signaling employ the same neurotransmitter glutamate but utilize distinct postsy-
naptic glutamate receptors. The formation of each synapse between ASEL-AIB and
ASER-AIB is accurately organized based on the type of glutamate receptors (Fig 38).
These results suggest that well-organized localization patterns of receptors may be
developed to build a dynamical encoding (system) in this neural circuit.
As for the postsynaptic AIB activity, signaling from several presynaptic neurons
should contribute to generate its overall response. Cell-specic rescue experiments
using UNC-13 protein showed that AIB neurons is slightly activated by the signal
from ASEL at the moment of downstep of NaCl concentration (Fig 31B). However,
ASEL signal may not contribute to continuous AIB activity during the downstep
of NaCl [13]. Because unc-13(e512) mutant showed that AIBs are no responses,
synaptic inputs from other sensory neurons do not aect to AIB responses, As one
possibility, the hyperpolarized AIB activity might rebound to the steady state by
the disappeared synaptic input from ASEL, when ASEL is inactivated by decrease of
NaCl concentration.
glr-1(n2461) mutants also showed a strong reduction of AIB activity by the down-
step of NaCl concentration but showed a weak response at the moment of the down-
step stimulus (Fig 34B). Other glutamate receptors except for AMPA-type recep-
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tors might have some role for this AIB initial activity, because eat-4(ky5) mutants
which lack presynaptic glutamate transmitter, did not show any AIB responses during
the changes of NaCl concentration. C. elegans has four classes of glutamate recep-
tors, which are AMPA-type glutamate-gated cation channels, NMDA-type glutamate-
gated cation channels, metabotropic G-protein-coupled glutamate receptors, and glutamate-
gated chloride channels [31, 32, 33, 34]. In these receptors, the metabotropic gluta-
mate receptor MGL-2 may be expressed in the AIB interneurons [34]. This metabotropic
glutamate receptor may have some function for the AIB initial activation at the down-
step of NaCl concentration.
I also have to focus on a recovery mechanism when the downstep stimulus is over
(upstep of NaCl concentration). In the ASER-specic unc-13 rescuing animals, the
AIB activity decayed slowly after reaching to the peak response. Temporal pattern of
this decay in AIBs was likely to be constant when the upstep of NaCl concentration
was applied. On the other hand, ASEL-specic unc-13 rescuing animals showed a
quick decay of the AIB calcium dynamics at the upstep on NaCl concentration. The
ASEL signal thus probably inhibits or inactivates the AIB activity at the upstep. In
wild-type animals, this AIB inactivation may include two processes: elimination of
an excitatory signal from ASER and addition of an inhibitory signal from ASEL.
This study for circuit dynamics in the salt-chemotaxis behavior of C. elegans is
similar to the information processing in odor-chemotaxis- or thermotaxis-circuit in
C. elegans. In odor-chemotaxis, the glutaminergic signal from AWC sensory neurons
inhibits the activity of AIY interneurons through the activation of GLC-3 inhibitory
glutamate receptors, whereas activates the activity of AIB interneurons through the
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activation of GLR-1 excitatory glutamate receptors [6]. Furthermore, the EAT-4-
dependent glutaminergic signal from AFD thermosensory neurons inhibits the activ-
ity of AIY interneurons through the activation of GLC-3 inhibitory glutamate recep-
tors. By contrast, the EAT-4-dependent glutamate signal from AWC thermosensory
neurons activate AIY interneurons (Fig 39) [35]. These results showed that sensory
neurons for odor-/salt-chemotaxis and thermotaxis employ the same neurotransmit-
ter glutamate but utilize distinct postsynaptic glutamate receptors. The mechanism
how the same synaptic transmitter from the same class of presynaptic neurons does
generate opposite postsynaptic neuronal-state is not well understood. Here, I found
that the localization of synapses between ASEL-AIB and ASER-AIB is accurately
coordinated according to the type of glutamate receptor. These distinct localization
patterns on the AIB neurite contribute to the opposite regulation of activity.
My ndings can provide the signicant issue for circuit modeling in computational
simulation. The computational neuroscientists often adapt to the assumption to
decrease the degree of freedom in the combination of synaptic polarities (an excitatory
or an inhibitory). The assumption is that all synapses made by a given presynaptic
cell are of the same polarity (an excitatory or an inhibitory) [36]. But from this study,
this assumption is not suitable for the circuit simulation in C. elegans.
The relationship between temporal dynamics in postsynaptic neuron and the num-
ber/localization of synapse connections should be considered to understand neuronal
encoding for the circuit. How are postsynaptic neurons controlled by individual synap-
tic connections? It is a topic of future work to represent a general model for synaptic
encoding dependent on the number/localization of synapses based on in vivo imaging.
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I will analyze a dynamical synaptic encoding between ASE-AIB circuits by the inte-
gration system, which may be consisted of an optogenetical and a calcium imaging
system.
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Table 5: Strain list.
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Figure 27: Schematic drawing of simplied synaptic connections between
ASEs to AIB. The salt-sensing ASE neurons connect to their postsynaptic in-
terneurons AIBL and AIBR. AIB neurons trigger reversal and turning behaviors.
The numbers represent the number of synapse between two neurons.
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Figure 28: Calcium dynamics of ASER and AIB neurons in response to NaCl
concentration change. Averaged calcium responses to NaCl concentration change
(top) and heatmap traces of individual animals (bottom). (A) ASER responses in
the wild-type animals (n=10). (B) AIB responses in the wild-type animals (n=30).
ASER and AIB neurons were recorded individually. Shaded area is SEM.
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Figure 29: Calcium dynamics of AIB in the wild type and che-1(p679)
mutant animals. Averaged calcium responses to NaCl concentration change (top)
and heatmap traces of individual animals (bottom). (A) AIB responses in the wild-
type animals (n=21). (B) AIB responses in the che-1(p679) mutant animals (n=15).
Shaded area is SEM.
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Figure 30: Temporal responses of the AIB calcium dynamics in the wild-
type and che-1(p679) mutant animals. (A) Distribution of averaged calcium
responses during 60 s of the downstep of NaCl concentration in the wild type (gray)
and che-1(p679) mutant animals (red). (B, C) The dierence between (F/F0)after
to (F/F0)before were plotted from individual recordings in wild type (gray) and che-
1(p679) mutants (red). (F/F0)before means the averaged response during the 10 s
before decrease (or increase) of NaCl concentration. Wilcoxon rank sum test were
performed **; p < 0:01, ***; p < 0:001.
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Figure 31: AIB responses to the NaCl concentration change in the unc-
13(e312) mutant animals and in cell-specic unc-13 rescuing animals. Av-
eraged calcium responses to NaCl concentration change (top) and individual traces
(bottom). (A) AIB responses in the unc-13(e312)mutants (n=16). (B) AIB responses
in the ASEL-specic unc-13 rescuing animals in the unc-13(e312) background (n=16).
(C) AIB responses in the ASER-specic unc-13 rescuing animals in the unc-13(e312)
background (n=16). Shaded area is SEM.
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Figure 32: Temporal responses of AIB to NaCl concentration change in the
unc-13(e312), and in cell-specic unc-13 rescuing animals. (A) Averaged
F/F0 after the downstep of NaCl concentration during 60 s in the unc-13(e312)
(black), unc-13(e312) with a ASELp::unc-13 rescuing transgene (red), and with a
ASERp::unc-13 rescuing transgene (blue). (B,C) The dierence between (F/F0)after
to (F/F0)before in the unc-13(e312) (black), and each rescuing animals (red, ASEL
rescue), (blue, ASER rescue). (F/F0)before is the averaged change during 10 s before
decrease (or increase) of NaCl concentration. Steel-Dwass test was performed. **;p <
0:01, ***;p < 0:001; ns; not signicant.
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Figure 33: AIB responses to the NaCl concentration change in the trans-
genic animals expressing TeTx in ASER. Averaged calcium responses to changes
of NaCl concentration (top) and individual traces (bottom) (n=10) in the rst record-
ing (A) and the second recording (B).
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Figure 34: AIB responses to NaCl concentration change in the eat-4(ky5)
and the glr-1(n2461) mutants. Averaged calcium responses to changes of NaCl
concentration (top) and individual traces (bottom). (A) AIB responses in eat-4(ky5)
mutants (n=15). (B) AIB responses in glr-1(n2461) mutants (n=20). Shaded area is
SEM.
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Figure 35: The AMPA-type glutamate receptor and the glutamate-gated
chloride channel are localized at distinct regions on the AIB neurite.
(A) Localization of the AMPA-type glutamate receptor. (B) Localization of the
glutamate-gated chloride channel. (C) Schematic illustration for ’Position ’in the
uorescence prole (D). (D) The uorescence proles of the AMPA-type glutamate
receptor (red) and the glutamate-gated chloride channel (blue) on AIB.
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Figure 36: The localization patterns of ASER presynaptic site and the
AMPA-type glutamate receptors on AIB postsynaptic neurons. (A)
Schematic illustration of ASER (red) and AIB (green) neuronal morphology. The
inset gure shows schematic illustration for ’Position ’ in the uorescence prole
in (E). (B) The confocal image of synaptic vesicle-associated protein (RAB-3) fused
with mCherry in ASER (red). (C) The confocal image of the AMPA-type glutamate
receptor fused with GFP in AIB (green). (D) Image obtained by merging (B) and (C).
(E) The uorescence proles of the ASER synapses (Pgcy-5::mCherry::rab-3, red) and
the AMPA-type glutamate receptor of the AIB (Pnpr-9::glr-1::GFP, green) on ASER
synapses. (F) The scatter plot showing the correlation of the uorescence intensity of
Pnpr-9::glr-1::GFP with the uorescence intensity of Pgcy-5::mCherry::rab-3. Values
in the top right corner of scatter plots is correlation coecient.
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Figure 37: The localization patterns of ASER presynaptic site and the
glutamate-gated chloride channels on AIB postsynaptic neurons. (A)
Schematic illustration of ASER (red) and AIB (green) neuronal morphology. The
inset gure shows schematic illustration for ’Position ’ in the uorescence prole
in (E). (B) The confocal image of synaptic vesicle-associated protein (RAB-3) fused
with mCherry in ASER (red). (C) The confocal image of the glutamate-gated chloride
channel fused with Venus in AIB (green). (D) Image obtained by merging (B) and
(C). (E) The uorescence proles of the ASER synapses (Pgcy-5::mCherry::rab-3, red)
and the glutamate-gated chloride channel of the AIB (Pnpr-9::glc-3::Venus, green) on
ASER synapses. (F) The scatter plot showing the correlation of the uorescence inten-
sity of Pnpr-9::glc-3::Venus with the uorescence intensity of Pgcy-5::mCherry::rab-3.
Values in the top right corner of scatter plots is correlation coecient.
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Figure 38: Schematic model for the ASE-AIB circuit. Glutaminergic signal
from ASEL inhibits AIB activity through the unidentied inhibitory glutamate re-
ceptor, when NaCl concentration is increased. On the other hand, glutaminergic
signal from ASER activates AIB activity through the AMPA-type ionotropic exci-
tatory glutamate receptor, when NaCl concentration is decreased. AIB activation
promotes increase of turn probability, whereas AIB inactivation promotes increase of
forward run probability.
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Figure 39: Neural circuit for the odor-/salt-chemotaxis and thermotaxis in
C. elegans. The neural circuit for the odor-chemotaxis is consisted of AWC, AIB,
and AIY neurons (left). The neural circuit for the salt-chemotaxis is consisted of
ASE, AIB neurons (center). The neural circuit for the thermotaxis is consisted of
AFD, AWC, and AIB neurons (right).
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Chapter 4
General discussion and conclusion
The neural circuit is a complex system in which individual neurons interact with
stochastic and chaotic dynamics through synaptic inputs. Using calcium imaging
methods, circuit dynamics with cellular resolution has been analyzed for understand-
ing the complex neural system navigating animal behaviors [1, 2, 3]. In addition to
the calcium imaging, computational modeling using observation data is quite useful
toward capturing the neural circuit as a dynamical system. In this thesis I attempted
to generate a computational model for simulation of whole-brain dynamics in C. ele-
gans based on calcium imaging.
As shown in chapter II, I succeeded to develop a novel computational model de-
scribing the spatio-temporal activity in single neuronal cell based on calcium imaging
data. This neuron model has insucient for analyses of circuit dynamics, because do
not has a function for synaptic transmission. To expand this neuronal model for sim-
ulation of circuit dynamics, synaptic transmission through chemical synapses should
be included to the model. In chapter III, I thus examined activities of the rst-
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layer interneurons AIB which are connected by the ASE presynaptic neurons, and
tried to evaluate the role and meaning of each synaptic connection for their neuronal
activities.
In chapter II, I developed the computational model for single neuronal dynamics
based on the calcium imaging analyses. The proposed three-unit ODE neuronal
model provides us much benet for biological interpretation and as a simulation tool
for circuit analysis (see chapter II) [4]. The most exciting result in the three-unit ODE
model is that the model can reliably reproduces neuronal responses to several types
of stimulation pattern, though the ODE model is constructed based on the calcium
responses to a simple sensory stimulation. This nding implies that the computational
model can be constructed relative easily based on neuronal responses to a simple pulse-
like stimulation by using imaging methods including calcium imaging, if a focusing
neuron has a near-linear feature in the temporal response. The previous studies
reported that several neurons in C. elegans respond temporally as a near-linear to a
pulse-like stimulus [5, 6, 7, 8]. So this three-unit ODE model might well be able to
represent these neuronal responses. A performance of this ODE model will become
more highly by using imaging data from wide-brain imaging [9, 10, 11], and thereby
I will be able to provide a suitable model for whole-brain simulation with cellular
resolution. Is this ODE model useful for modeling of the nervous system in other
animals? Potentially, yes. Other model organisms, furthermore, several neurons also
likely to have temporal feature of a near-linear response [12, 13, 14]. Thus, I believe
that this ODE model is capable to model the cellular-level activity of the whole brains
in several animals. However, several modications will be required in this ODE model
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for the circuit-level modeling.
Toward reconstruction of whole-brain in C. elegans, it should be modeled not only
neuronal response but also synapse transmission. The proposed model represents the
neuronal response to external stimuli, but cannot handle the interaction between neu-
rons through synaptic inputs. To expand the single-cell computation into a circuit
level, it is important to understand the synaptic regulation among neurons. In chap-
ter III, I observed the dynamical responses of postsynaptic neurons in the salt-sensing
circuit through synaptic encoding. The salt-sensing neurons ASEL and ASER have
an opposite sensory function: ASEL is activated by the upstep of NaCl concentration,
whereas ASER is activated by the downstep of NaCl concentration. In addition, ASEL
promotes forward run probability, whereas ASER promotes turn probability [15, 16].
Both ASEL and ASER, however, release glutamate to the same postsynaptic neurons
AIB [17, 18]. The molecular and cellular mechanisms about how the neural encod-
ing does achieve such opposite behavioral output is poorly understood. From the in
vivo neuronal recording in AIB neurons using several mutants, I found that ASEL
and ASER regulate AIB activity by two opposite signals. The glutaminergic signal
from ASEL inhibits AIB activity through the glutamate-gated chloride channel. The
glutaminergic signal from ASER stimulates AIB activity through the AMPA-type
ionotropic glutamate receptor. Surprisingly, the localization of each types of synapse
between ASEL-to-AIB and ASER-to-AIB is accurately coordinated according to the
type of glutamate receptors. Chalasani and his colleagues reported that a C. elegans
sensory neuron oppositely regulates two dierent interneurons: The olfactory neu-
ron AWC stimulates AIB interneurons, whereas inhibits AIY interneurons through
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glutaminergic signal (Fig 39) [19]. On the other hand, this study showed that the
single interneuron class can receive both excitatory and inhibitory signals depending
on their synaptic sites, and that these signals can regulate fast response in the AIB
neurons. These neuronal regulating mechanisms for postsynaptic neurons by sensory
neurons can provide an insight into the more complex information processing in sev-
eral processing through glutaminergic signals. Moreover, these results in this study
take on a major signicance for computational simulation of circuit dynamics. Com-
putational neuroscientists often hypothesize that synapses from several presynaptic
neurons have `excitatory' or `inhibitory' but not both, if presynaptic neurons employ
a same neurotransmitter. The hypothesis is often applied for decrease in degree of
freedom for simulation. However, these results imply that the hypothesis generate a
restriction analysis from circuit simulation.
In this thesis, modeling of synapse transmission has not been achieved yet. These
results have an insucient for understanding of synaptic encoding dependent on be-
tween synapse numbers and localization in ASE-to-AIB neurons. Here I am planning
to perform the in vivo imaging to get synaptic properties in the circuit for whole-brain
modeling.
1. Modeling for chemical synapses
I found out that ASEL inhibits AIB activity, whereas ASER activates AIB ac-
tivity. Focus on this small circuit, the role and meaning of both an excitatory-
and an inhibitory-signal through synapses can be obtained to construct a com-
putational model of synaptic transmission. To analyze synaptic encoding pre-
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cisely in this circuit, I will develop an integrated imaging system which con-
sists of an optogenetic system for manipulation of presynaptic neuronal activity
and a calcium imaging system for monitoring of postsynaptic neuronal activ-
ity. Based on imaging analyses using this integrated system, the proposed
sigmoidally synaptic model [20] will be modied.
2. Modeling for electrical synapse
An electrical synapse conducts neuronal activity dependent on both number
and surface area in two neighboring neurons. The C. elegans neural circuit has
approximately 1,000 electrical synapses. An electrical synapse has a critical role
for information processing in neural circuit. However a circuit model neglects
the surface area in electrical synapses [21, 22, 23, 24]. A role of electrical synapse
as information-relay junction for computational model is poorly understood. Is
the neuronal activity via electrical synapses directly proportional to connection
area? How does the power balance between chemical and electrical synapse have
a relation to connecting neuronal activity? Rabinowitch and his colleagues
developed the method for articially modifying electrical connectivity in C.
elegans [25]. I believe that a role of electrical synapse on synaptic encoding can
be understood by the integration analysis using both Rabinowtch's synaptic-
rewiring method and the imaging system. I am hopeful to develop a novel model
for electrical synapse based on calcium imaging data.
Complex phenomena in brain, that are perception, memory formation, learning,
and decision making, are encoded as activity patterns of individual neurons in neural
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circuit. A whole-brain simulator (emulator) with cellular resolution can represent
an activity patterns of individual neurons, thereby can generate these phenomena
in neural circuit level. Of course, the simulator can also analyze the information
processing in neural circuit. Using the simulator, nervous system of worms can be
dissected a role as a component for information processing. This analysis will be
a quite useful tool for understanding neural encoding. Moreover, the simulator can
control their brain activity in virtual world. For example, simulated circuit-dynamics
in worms can be easily represent for new memory, new learning and enhancement
of ability for decision making. By merging a living worm's brain with an enforced
brain in virtual world using optogenetic manipulations, I will get a wiser worm in real
world. I believe that the whole-brain simulator enables us to use not only analysis
for the neural information processing but also as a tool for memory, learning, and
decision making by external brain. Near future I will have two brains: One is your
self, and other is as an simulator on computer. This thesis represents the beginning
of an endeavor as a rst step to the my epic goal.
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